
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now you want to push through the GREAT RE$ET by 

means of "creative destruction": Stop violence! 

Therefore FAIR RESET: You convince the wealth-

extremists with your “you-own-nothing” role model. 

6 philanthropists – among others Musk, Bezos, 

Gates, Buffet* – eliminate all debts of Africa (1.4 

billion people): SDG goals 1 and 2 (Agenda 2030) 

are met in no time. The monetary-system is 

redesigned in such a way that war$ are no longer 

necessary (no compulsion to growth). NAtO, WHO, 

WEF, IMF etc. are finally abolished. 

  Schwab’s WEF:  

Dear Hilde and Klaus Schwab.  

Role model: JUST DO IT. Give 

back ALL robbery billions - 

especially to Africa. Let 

yourselves be chipped and 

periodically genetically injected. 

Rent a tiny house with the only 

valid e-money you monthly get. 

According to the Chinese model, there will be penalties if 

you sin. We can check online anytime how happy you are 

(WEF recipe: total surveillance) ... Your WEF has been trying 

to improve the state of the world for over 50 years: How 

come you never criticized NAtO- and WHO-wars, despite 

extreme damages to mother earth and humans? The 

Davos newspaper confronted you in 2020 with the 50-year 

WEF-balance sheet (reverse side): No answer from your side. 

 

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version) 

With peace work (instead of war busine$$ as up to now), 

people can become comprehensively rich. All life benefits 

from it - yes, also yours. JUST DO IT.  
………………………………………………………. 
* Event 201-implementation has doubled its billions during two C19 years! As a result, 

   hunger has increased exponentially (ma$$ murder!!!) ! 
Jean Ziegler: Who dies of hunger is murdered 



Open letter: 50-year attempt to make the world a better place  
Dear Hilde Schwab, dear Klaus Schwab. (January 2020) 

For 50 years you have annually invited the most money-rich people to 

improve the state of the world. Since money rules the world, your concept is 

understandable. So let's take stock: Since the WEF became engaged… 

 the footprint of humankind has almost doubled to approximately 2 earths 

with increasing tendency!! 

 billions of people have been starved/murdered (Pope Francis: This economy 

kills). 

 the gap between extremely poor and extremely rich is wider than ever 

before (8 men have more than 4'000'000’000 people - Oxfam) 

 the states have debts as never before (extreme blackmail possibilities by 

private big multinationals. 2008 big banks were saved undemocratically 

/dictatorially/communistically. Problems unsolved) 

 spending on weapons of ma$$ destruction has increased dramatically 

 the US warmongers alone have murdered far more than 10 million people 

in illegal "humanitarian interventions” 

 war criminals and war profiteers were/are always welcomed at the WEF 

 millions of km2 of forest (our lungs) have been lost  

 the number of vertebrates has halved (WWF)  

 the drinking water supply became more and more scarce 

 the radioactive contamination is out of control 

 the earth has become extremely poisoned (pesticides, industrial poisons, 

military poisons) 

 the cancer rate has doubled ($uperBusiness)  

 the food reserve for the world population has shrunk to 3 months (as 

little as never before) 

 the WEF has raked in over 300 million CHF of wealth (which is missing to 

‘improve’ the condition of the starving) 

 

 

 

Measured against its own world improvement goal, the WEF has in fact been 

bankrupt since decades. fairCH recommends: Stop this WEF-exercise, otherwise 

the extreme damage and immeasurable suffering will continue to increase. 

With peaceful greetings - open for dialogue.      Alec Gagneux, fairCH.com  

The “Davos newspaper” asked Schwab’s in 2020 for feedback. 

                                                               No answer - until today            ./. 
 


